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Number of Administrative Actions (Pre & Post Award) Created

- Pre Award Notifications
- Post Award Changes
- Closeout Actions
- Non Award Agreements
- Generic Admins Actions

Number of awards processed by OSP by ARRA and Non-ARRA - Last 12 Months

- Non-ARRA
- ARRA
Significant Financial Interests by Quarter

Significant Financial Interests Past 12 Months
The dollar savings by using Grant Runner opposed to Adobe Forms is an estimate based on a small set of customer feedback. An estimated average salary of $50,000 for a Research Administrator, the most common role that would be completing the Grant Application.

An estimated average salary of $50,000 for a Research Administrator, the most common role that would be completing the Grant Application.
The dollar savings of using SAGE budget is an estimate based on a small set of customer feedback. An estimated average salary of $50,000 for a Research Administrator, the most common role that would be completing the Grant Application.